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ABSTRACT The results of variable dielectric coefficient Poisson-Boltzmann calculations of the counter-ion concentration in
the vicinity of an all-atom model of the B-form of DNA are presented with an emphasis on the importance of spatial variations
in the dielectric properties of the solvent, particularly at the macro-ion-solvent interface. Calculations of the distribution of
hard-sphere electrolyte ions of various dimensions are reported.
The presence of a dielectric boundary significantly increases the magnitude of the electrostatic potential with a concomitant
increase in the accumulation of small counter-ions in the groove regions of DNA. Because ions with radii greater than 2 A have
restricted access to the minor groove, the effect there is less significant than it is within the major groove. Changes in the dielectric
coefficient for the electrolyte solution, allowing variation from 10 to 25, 40, 60, and 78.5 within the first 7.4 A of the surface
of DNA, substantially increases the calculated surface concentration of counter-ions of all sizes. A lower dielectric coefficient
near the macro-ion surface also tends to increase the counter-ion density in regions where the electrostatic potential is more
negative than -kT. Regardless of the choice of dielectric coefficient, the number of ions in regions where the electrostatic potential
is less than -kT remains the same for 0.153 M added 1-1 monovalent electrolyte as for the case without added salt.
The strong dependence of the calculated distribution of counter-ion density on the choice of dielectric coefficients representing
the solvent continuum suggests that care must be taken to properly characterize the physical system when studying electrostatic
properties using these methods.
INTRODUCTION
In previous work (Pack et al., 1990), comparison of the re-
sults of Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) calculations with those ob-
tained by Metropolis Monte Carlo calculations on identical
all-atom models of DNA in an dielectric continuum con-
taining 1-1 added monovalent salt indicated that the errors in
PB are greatest in those regions where the counter-ion den-
sity is greatest-within the grooves of DNA. Since the pre-
vious calculations invoked the approximation of a uniform
dielectric coefficient for the entire DNA-electrolyte system
and since the presence of a dielectric boundary has been
shown to focus the electric field in macromolecular crevices
(Klapper et al., 1986), the present study was undertaken to
determine the extent to which a dielectric boundary affects
the accumulation of hard-sphere electrolyte ions in the
grooves of DNA.
The study of the electrostatic properties of macro-ions,
particularly of proteins, has been advanced by the develop-
ment of techniques for solving the PB equation in the pres-
ence of a dielectric boundary. Warwicker and Watson (1982)
introduced a method for solving the three-dimensional Pois-
son equation for a protein-water system, and Warwicker
(1986) later extended this technique to include electrolyte
ions in a linearized Boltzmann approximation. Numerous
groups (Gilson et al., 1985; Zauhar and Morgan, 1985;
Rogers et al., 1985; Warwicker et al., 1985) have contributed
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to the concept that a macromolecule with a low dielectric
coefficient, immersed in a medium of high dielectric coef-
ficient, will have regions of enhanced potential within its
surface clefts. Jayaram et al. (1989) presented a Cartesian
grid-based solution to the nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann
equation for DNAwith an electrolyte environment and found
significant effects caused by the dielectric boundary. This
local modification of the electrostatic potential within these
clefts is particularly sensitive to the shape of the dielectric
boundary. To circumvent the inaccurate description of the
molecular surface by a grid of cubic finite elements, recent
approaches have introduced a "dielectric boundary smooth-
ing" (Davis and McCammon, 1991) and a finite element
algorithm that allows the use of noncubic grids (You and
Harvey, 1992).A recent application of the numerical solution
of the PB equation to calculate the electrostatic forces exerted
by a high dielectric aqueous solvent on the solute surface
(Gilson et al. 1993) finds a substantial contribution of the
boundary effect on these forces. The present paper presents
an investigation of the dielectric boundary effect using a non-
Cartesian grid coupled with counter-ions of finite size and
local variations in the dielectric properties of the solvent
continuum.
These dielectric boundary methods (Warwicker and Wat-
son, 1982; Warwicker, 1986; Gilson et al., 1985; Zauhar and
Morgan, 1985; Rogers et al., 1985; Warwicker et al., 1985;
Jayaram et al., 1989) have been revised to take advantage of
the non-Cartesian grid techniques developed in our labora-
tory (Klein and Pack, 1983; Pack and Klein, 1984; Pack et al.,
1986a,b; Lamm and Pack, 1990) to yield a method for solv-
ing the full PB equation in the presence of a precisely defined
dielectric boundary and finite, hard-sphere counter-ions. In
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addition to issues relating to the accuracy of the algorithm,
this paper also addresses the effect of a variable dielectric
coefficient on the focusing of the electric field in the grooves
of the helical duplex.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The atomic positions and charges for the B-form of poly(dG)-poly(dC) are
the same as those used in previous calculations (Klein and Pack, 1983; Pack
and Klein, 1984; Pack et al., 1986a,b; Lamm and Pack, 1990). A nucleotide
pair with a net charge of two electrons serves as a periodic unit, neutralized
by a 1-1 monovalent electrolyte with an excess of two cationic charges in
its environment. Periodic conditions assume identical electrolyte ion dis-
tributions around identical nucleotide pairs translated by 3.38 A up and
down the helical axis and rotated by Wri5 and -7r/5 radians about that axis.
The full system was assumed to extend infinitely along the helical axis.
The electrolyte ions were restricted to a cell extending 45 A radially from
the helical axis. Confining the system to a 45 A cylinder corresponds to a
phosphate concentration of 0.153 M and a nucleic acid density of 90.9 g/liter.
The hard-sphere electrolyte ions do not have access to the space occupied
by the DNA. The normalization condition for the electrolyte, discussed
below, extends over the volume to which the ions have access, with larger
ions having access to slightly less volume. For the case without added salt,
counter-ions appear to be present at a higher concentration than the phos-
phate groups that they neutralize since the electrolyte is presumed to have
access to less volume. For the system without added salt, the neutralizing
concentrations of ions are 0.164 M for ions with a 1-A radius, 0.167 M for
2-A ions, and 0.173 M for 4-A ions. For the calculations with added salt,
the concentrations used were 0.317 M counter-ion with 0.153 M co-ion for
the1-A case, 0.323 M counter-ion with 0.156 M co-ion for the 2-A case,
and 0.334 M counter-ion with 0.161 M co-ion for the4-A case.Asidefrom the normalization conditionand thefinitesize of electrolyteions, thepresent work differs from thePB dielectric boundary calculations
of others ithehe use of a non-Cartesian grid (shroud) that is contoured to the
surfaceof themacro-ion. This permits a precise, smooth representation ofthe macro-ion--environment boundary, dividing the volume of the system
intothe space occupiedby the central ion and regions ofits environmentthat are available to electrolyte ions ofdifferent sizes. The first step in thegeneration of the irregular environmental grid is the useofplanar cross-
sectional cutsothroughehe macro-ion. Planar cutsare spaced 3.38 Aapart
along thehelical axis. Each cutyields a series of circles representing slicesthroughthe van derWaals' sphere for each macro-ion atom. The union ofthese circles provides the effectiveinteraction surface of themacro-ionforpointelectrolyte ions. The black shaded areain Fig. 1 showsthis projectionfor a cross-sectionperpendicularto the helical axis of the B conformation
of poly(dG)-poly(dC). Itmight be noted that thisdoes notdefine a single
closedfigure; in the plane defined in Fig. 1,th this a tot ofitreeareasthat are two-dimensionalprojections of the volume that would beinacces-
sible topoint particles.
Environmentalregions inaccessible to hard-sphere ions of radius a aredefined by the projectionsof sphereswith radii equal to the sumof their vander Waals radii plus a: the first shroud layer in Fig. 1 (indicated by arrow
1) inaccessible to ions withradii 1 A or larger,the secondto ions with radii
2A or larger (arrow 2), and the thirdto ions with radii 4A or larger (arrow3). This approach allows theuse of asingle shroud fur all ofthe calculations
presented here.The i-A, 2-A, and4-A ions have access to different domains,
eachprogressively smaller andmoredistant from the macro-ion surface.Notethatthe continuous boundary defining the accessible perimeter for the1-A ions (the outer boundaryoflayer 1) encompasses all three closed pro-jectionsof theDNA atoms ontothis plane. Additional outer layers to which
all of theelectrolyte ionshave access arethendefined out toa radial distance
of45 A from the helical axis. This distancewas chosen because of the
relatively high DNA concentration (90.9 g/liter) used in in vitro experi-
mentalstudies.
Each layer thus defined is subdivided into cells by placing points rep-
resenting the approximate centers of the cells atregular intervals along a path
passing through the center of the layer. For each of the five inner layers a
FIGURE 1 A gridded representation of DNA and environmental shroud
1; a cross-sectional view of the inner volume enclosed by a 21-A cylinder
centered at the helical axis of DNA. Area in black depicts the projections
of the van der Waals spheres of the DNA atoms onto this plane. Arrows
indicate layers 1, 2, and 3. Hard spheres with a1-A radius are excluded from
layer 1; those with a 2-A radius are excluded from layer 2; spheres with a
4-A radius are excluded from layer 3. Shaded areas show the major and
minor groove regions; the larger area represents the major groove.
geometric determination is made to set up the boundaries of cells of ap-
proximately equal volume. For the inner three layers, regions from which
at least some ions are excluded, the curved surfaces of closest approach (as
indicated in Fig. 1) are included as part of each cell boundary. For the fourth
and fifth inner layers, polygons defined by the intersection of the perpen-
dicular bisectors of line segments connecting all adjacent cells in the plane
are used.
Each cell extends for a fixed distance in the dimension parallel to the
helical axis (i.e., perpendicular to the plane of the paper in Fig. 1). The area
of each cell as well as the area of overlap of adjacent cells is calculated from
geometric relations that are exact. The volume of each cell is then calculated
by multiplying the area by the interplanar distance. Thus the boundaries and
volumes are exact in two dimensions and approximate in the axial direction.
The definition of a dielectric boundary requires a grid representation of
the interior of DNA as well as of its external environment. A Cartesian grid
is the most straightforward lattice to construct for that portion of the DNA
that does not border the curved van der Waals surface (such a grid is pre-
sented in Fig. 2). The curved DNA boundary defined by the distance of
closest approach of a point particle has been replaced by a series of straight
line segments. The boundaries that define the distance of closest approach
of the hard-sphere ions remain curved. Atomic charges of the macro-ion are
mapped onto the grid in proportion to the overlap of the atom's van der Waals
sphere with the grid elements. Fig. 2 depicts both the interior and exterior
finite elements of one planar cut through that portion of the DNA-
environment system enclosed by a 21-A cylinder. The shaded areas represent
the groove regions. Those shaded elements inside the innermost curved
boundary are in a region that is inaccessible to1-A ions yet outside the van
der Waals suface of the macro-ion.
In the work of Warwicker and Watson (1982), the electrostatic potential
due to the charge distribution, p(r), of a protein of arbitrary shape and with
dielectric coefficient Ep, was defined for the protein in a continuum of di-
electric coefficientes. No electrolyte ions were considered, although a uni-
form Cartesian grid was constructed in order to define E(r) as either Ep or
es. The essence of the calculation lies in the definition of the potential in
cell i in terms of the potentials in the surrounding cells, as discussed by
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3. An updated set of environmental charge densities is calculated for each
ion type from the normalized Boltzmann expression:
p k = Nk exp (-I-3zk(i)/ Ivj exp (-3zk ), (4)
where Nk is the number of ions of type k within the repeat unit, Zk is the
charge of the type of ion considered (+1 or -1 for the monovalent ions
considered here), and the sum over j includes only those elements in the
repeat unit to which ion type k has access.
A convergence quantity, A, is defined as the sum of the counter-ion nor-
malization coefficient (ion type 1) plus the total electrolyte charge in the first
accessible layer,
A = Y Vj exp(-3z,lj) + EPkvk,
FIGURE 2 A representation of the non-Cartesian grid used in the cal-
culations presented. The grid for the interior of DNA is included. Dots are
in the centers of the finite volume elements. Shaded regions represent the
major and minor groove projections. This corresponds to Fig. 1; DNA grid
has been added.
Wachspress (1966). In that work, the Poisson equation
-V-[E(r)VO(r)] = p(r)/EO (1)
was approximated by the finite element representation
IR(0i - o) Eij] = pih2EO, (2)
where Eij is the arithmetic average of the dielectric coefficients in elements
i and j, with j varying over all volume elements bordering on element i, and
h is the grid spacing.
Combining the contoured lattice of our previous work with the equations
for a dielectric boundary and the Boltzmann equation for the charge density
in the environment should provide a flexible method for the description of
the ion atmosphere of DNA within the Poisson-Boltzmann approximation.
The potential at point i in the system (i.e., inside the macro-ion or in the
environment) is given by rearranging the analogue of Eq. 2 for an irregular
grid:
4i = [4livpi/lE + J(cPjEjEjS/rijr#) (EijSij1rir), (3)
i
where vi is the volume of element i, Sij is the surface area shared by bordering
elements i and j, Eij = (Ei + Ej)/2, and rij is the distance between the centers
of elements i and j. Index j ranges over all volume elements that border
element i (i.e., for which Sij is nonvanishing).
The dielectric coefficient of elements inside DNA was set to 2 (Klapper
et al., 1986), while the external dielectric coefficient was varied from that
of bulk water (78.5) to the lower values expected to be present at the macro-
ion surface due to the high electric fields. The calculations consisted of the
following steps:
1. An initial set of charge densities (pi) and electrostatic potentials ((Pi) is
obtained for all environmental volume elements based on the previous
uniform dielectric coefficient method (Pack et al., 1990).
2. An updated set of electrostatic potentials is calculated for each volume
element in the system (DNA and environment) using Eq. 3.
(5)
in whichj again ranges over elements to which ion type 1 (z1 = 1) has access
and k ranges over the first accessible environment layer for ion type 1. Steps
2 and 3 are reiterated until the difference between successive values ofA
is less than 0.0001.
Some PB calculations were performed to explore the prediction of
counter-ion condensation theory (Manning, 1978), that a constant number
of cationic charges per phosphate group are "bound" to DNA regardless of
the concentration of electrolyte in the environment. For these calculations
a definition of binding was chosen in which ions in regions where the
potential is more negative than -kT are considered to be bound.
RESULTS
Several sets of Poisson-Boltzmann calculations were per-
formed to determine the effect of different approximations on
the distribution of electrolyte charge around the B form of
DNA. Electrolyte ions were modeled as hard spheres of radii
of 1, 2, and 4 A in a dielectric continuum. Calculations
were done for the DNA-environment system with a neutral-
izing number of monovalent counter-ions (no added salt) and
with 0.153 M added 1-1 monovalent salt. Tables 1, 2, and 3
present the results for 1, 2, and 4 A ions, respectively.
In order to test the accuracy of the algorithm, a set of
calculations using the uniform dielectric algorithm (Klein
and Pack, 1983; Lamm and Pack, 1990; Pack and Klein,
1984; Pack et al., 1986a,b, 1990) was performed for com-
parison. This method, utilizing a uniform dielectric coeffi-
cient, is designated as PB0, and the results are tabulated in
column A of Tables 1, 2, and 3. The PB0 calculations differ
from our earlier work (Pack et al., 1990) in that the atomic
charges of DNA were mapped onto the interior DNA grid
described above and the resulting point charges were used to
calculate the electrostatic potential arising from DNA using
Coulomb's law. In that work (Pack et al., 1990), it was seen
that the greatest accumulation of counter-ion charge was in
the groove regions. In the present calculations the accumu-
lation is again greatest in the grooves, although there is some
redistribution of counter-ion density that may be ascribed to
different representations of the charge distribution of the
polyion; the mapping of the charge distribution for a nucleo-
tide pair from the atomic centers onto a single planar grid of
finite elements is the only difference between these two cal-
culations.
The dielectric boundary algorithm described in the pre-
vious section is designated PB1. An initial set of calculations
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TABLE 1 Concentration (mol/liter) of i-A hard sphere counter-ions in the helical grooves of DNA (0.153 M P04) by radial layer
No added salt 0.153 M added salt
R (A)* A B C D B C D
1.5 Major groove 4.10 4.38 4.85 8.33 4.85 5.33 8.78
Minor groove 3.64 3.75 8.35 12.45 4.22 9.33 13.11
Elsewhere 1.44 1.57 1.59 2.17 1.98 2.12 2.96
Total 2.55 2.72 3.59 5.55 3.15 4.17 6.22
3.0 Major groove 2.17 1.98 1.73 2.18 2.21 1.98 2.49
Minor groove 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Elsewhere 0.81 0.82 0.61 0.35 1.08 0.87 0.61
Total 1.21 1.17 0.94 0.89 1.42 1.20 1.17
5.69 Major groove 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Minor groove 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Elsewhere 0.42 0.36 0.33 0.20 0.54 0.50 0.38
Total 0.42 0.36 0.33 0.20 0.54 0.50 0.38
9.07 Major groove 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Minor groove 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Elsewhere 0.18 0.17 0.16 0.10 0.33 0.31 0.25
Total 0.18 0.17 0.16 0.10 0.33 0.31 0.25
A, PBO, uniform dielectric PB equation with DNA charges mapped to a grid and e = 78.5; B, PB1, Edna = 78.5, Eenv 78.5; C, PB1, Edna = 2.0,
Eenv = 78.5; D, PB1, Edna = 2.0, Eenv = 10, 25, 40, 60, 78.5.
* R is the distance from the van der Waals surface of DNA to the center of the layer. The layer widths are 1.0, 2.0, 338, and 3.38 A, respectively.
TABLE 2 Concentration (mol/liter) of 2-A hard sphere counter-ions in the helical grooves of DNA (0.153 M P04) by radial layer
No added salt 0.156 M added salt
R (A)* A B C D B C D
3.0 Major groove 3.42 3.17 3.21 5.07 3.48 3.52 5.41
Minor groove 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Elsewhere 1.23 1.31 1.27 1.44 1.63 1.60 1.82
Total 1.88 1.86 1.84 2.53 2.18 2.17 2.89
5.69 Major groove 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Minor groove 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Elsewhere 0.54 0.47 0.48 0.35 0.66 0.67 0.55
Total 0.54 0.47 0.48 0.35 0.66 0.67 0.55
9.07 Major groove 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Minor groove 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Elsewhere 0.22 0.21 0.21 0.15 0.37 0.37 0.31
Total 0.22 0.21 0.21 0.15 0.37 0.37 0.31
A, PBO, uniform dielectric PB equation with DNA charges mapped to a grid and E = 78.5; B, PB', Edna = 78.5, Eenv - 78.5; C, PB', Edna = 2.0,
Eenv = 78.5; D, PB', Edna = 2.0, Eenv = 10, 25, 40, 60, 78.5.
* R is the distance from the van der Waals surface of DNA to the center of the layer. The layer widths are 1.0, 2.0, 3.38, and 3.38 A, respectively.
using PB' was performed with a uniform dielectric coeffi-
cient of 78.5 for both the macro-ion and the environment and
are tabulated in column B for comparison with the uniform
dielectric calculation, PB0, in column A. The discrepancies
are fairly small and attributable to the finite size of the en-
vironmental shroud elements. In general, though, the agree-
ment between PB0 and PB' is good, indicating that the al-
gorithms are functioning correctly.
The precision of the calculations depends on the size of the
finite volume elements used to define the environmental
shroud. Although this problem has been considered in earlier
work (Klein and Pack, 1983) using the uniform dielectric
coefficient algorithm, a set of calculations was done to ensure
that the present dielectric boundary algorithm could be re-
liably implemented with a sufficiently fine grid with volume
elements as shown in Fig. 2 (shroud 1). A grid was con-
structed for ions of sizes 1 and 4 A for comparison with the
results of calculations using shroud 1, which was for ions of
1, 2, and 4 A radii. This grid (shroud 2) is displayed in Fig.
3. The difference between these two grids is that the second
layer of shroud 2 (Fig. 3) precisely comprises the second and
third layers of shroud 1 (Fig. 2).
Calculations of the distribution of 1 A counter-ions neu-
tralizing the polyion (no added salt) were done for both en-
vironmental shrouds, and the total amount of counter-ion
charge in identical volumes (layers two and three of shroud
1 and layer two of shroud 2) was compared. For a PB' cal-
culation in which the dielectric coefficient was assumed to
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TABLE 3 Concentration (mol/liter) of 4-A hard-sphere counter-ions In the helical grooves of DNA (0.153 M P04) by radial layer
No added salt 0.161 M added salt
R (A)* A B C D B C D
5.69 Major groove 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Minor groove 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Elsewhere 1.25 1.06 1.06 1.21 1.28 1.29 1.51
Total 1.25 1.06 1.06 1.21 1.28 1.29 1.51
9.07 Major groove 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Minor groove 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Elsewhere 0.32 0.34 0.34 0.30 0.51 0.51 0.47
Total 0.32 0.34 0.34 0.30 0.51 0.51 0.47
A, PB°, uniform dielectric PB equation with DNA charges mapped to a grid and E = 78.5; B, PB', Edna = 78.5, Eenv = 78.5; C, PB1, Edna = 2.0,
Eenv = 78.5; D, PB', Edna = 2.0, Eenv = 10, 25, 40, 60, 78.5.
* R is the distance from the van der Waals surface of DNA to the center of the layer. The layer widths are 1.0, 2.0, 3.38, and 3.38 A, respectively.
FIGURE 3 A gridded representation of DNA and shroud 2 analogous to
Fig. 2. Layers 2 and 3 of shroud 1 (Fig. 2) have been combined into a single
layer in this representation. The inner curved boundary excludes 1-A
spheres, and the outer curved boundary excludes 4-A spheres.
be 78.5 everywhere, the amount of counter-ion charge was
determined to be 0.458 and 0.464 for layers two and three of
shroud 1, respectively, for a total of 0.922 compared to 0.903
for layer two of shroud 2, a difference of 2%. For a calcu-
lation in which a boundary was introduced by setting the
dielectric coefficient of the elements within DNA to 2.0 and
keeping that of the environment at 78.5, the amount of
counter-ion charge in layers two and three of shroud 1 was
calculated to be 0.605 and 0.375, respectively, for a total of
0.980. When the calculation was repeated using the coarser
shroud 2, the calculated charge in layer two was 0.915, a
discrepancy of about 7% attributable to the size of the finite
elements. Similar calculations of the distribution of 4-A ions
indicate that the amount of counter-ion charge in layer four
of shroud 1 is 0.764 compared with 0.762 in the identical
layer three of shroud 2. Since the results to be discussed use
the finer shroud 1, the greatest errors resulting for the small-
est ion types at the DNA surface are likely to be less than 7%.
For larger ions, these errors are expected to be substantially
lower, since the major region in which errors occur are in the
high electrostatic fields at the DNAsurface from which larger
ions are restricted.
Column C presents the results for a dielectric boundary
calculation assuming the dielectric coefficient of DNA to be
2.0 and that of the solvent environment to be 78.5. As noted
by Honig and co-workers (Jayaram et al., 1989), the potential
in the minor groove is greatly altered by the presence of this
dielectric boundary. The effect of the modified potential is
highly localized, and the accumulation of counter-ions is sig-
nificantly altered only in these restricted regions. In Table 1,
the amount of charge due to i-A counter-ions in the minor
groove is shown to be more than doubled when the dielectric
boundary is introduced (compare columns B and C), imply-
ing that the potential near the surface of DNA (in the re-
stricted volume of the minor groove) is much more negative
when a dielectric boundary is introduced. This dielectric fo-
cusing due to the expulsion of the electric field from a ma-
terial with a low dielectric coefficient is consistent with the
work of others, as previously noted.
The extremely localized nature of the dielectric boundary
focusing effect, as seen by its absence in the results of cal-
culations on the 2-A and 4-A ions (Tables 2 and 3), shows
it to be relatively less important for solvated counter-ions of
moderate size. This is due to the inaccessibility of restricted
crevices, in this case the minor groove, to ions with a radius
equal to or larger than 2 A. For comparison, the hydrody-
namic radius of sodium in pure water is 1.83 A and that of
potassium is 1.25 A (Adamson, 1979). The extent to which
this very significant but highly localized enhancement of the
electrostatic potential leads to an increase of counter-ion
charge in the minor groove depends largely on the effective
size of the counter-ions at the surface of DNA. If the waters
of hydration of the counter-ion remain intact, the ions will be
partially excluded from the minor groove. However, if the
electrostatic field within the groove is sufficient to at least
partially strip the ionic hydration shell and admit these ions,
then dielectric focusing may be an important determinant of
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the counter-ion concentration in the minor groove. Dynamic
conformational fluctuations, transiently opening the groove,
would be expected to alter the electrostatic field and allow
access to certain restricted regions.
In order to determine the sensitivity of the dielectric
boundary effect to the specific value of the dielectric coef-
ficient, calculations giving the results presented in column D
were performed. In these, it was assumed that the very strong
electrostatic field at the macro-ion surface restricts the ro-
tational freedom of nearby water molecules, thereby lower-
ing the low-frequency dielectric coefficient (Booth,
1951a,b,c). In the first layer, extending 1 A from the van der
Waals surface of the DNA atoms, the dielectric coefficient
was chosen to be 10. In the second, third, and fourth layers,
0
with widths of 1, 2, and 3.38 A, the dielectric coefficients
were chosen to be 25, 40, and 60, respectively. Beyond 7.38
A from the nucleic acid surface a bulk dielectric coefficient
of 78.5 was assumed.
A comparison of columns D and C of Table 1 shows the
effect exerted by variations of the dielectric coefficient close
to the macro-ion surface. The lowering of the dielectric co-
efficient in the immediate vicinity of DNA drastically in-
creases the concentration of small counter-ions in the first
layer to which they have access. The major and minor groove
concentrations of I-A ions increase from 4.9 and 8.5 M to
8.3 and 12.5 M, respectively, for the no-added-salt calcula-
tions, with similar increases for the 0.153 M added-salt case.
The larger ions also are subject to the effects of this lower
dielectric coefficient. Table 2 indicates that, although the in-
troduction of the dielectric boundary had little effect on the
counter-ion concentration (columns B and C), the lowering
of the dielectric coefficient in the surface layers increases by
a very significant amount the concentration in the first layer
to which the 2-A ions have access (columns D and C). In-
creases from 3.2 to 5.1 M and from 3.5 to 5.4 M are seen for
the no-added-salt and 0.153 M added-salt cases, respectively.
This effect of lower dielectric coefficient extends to the case
of 4-A ions reported in Table 3. The first layer to which these
ions have access is centered at 5.69 A and has a presumed
dielectric coefficient of 60. This lower dielectric coefficient
causes the net concentration in that layer to increase from
1.06 to 1.21 M and from 1.29 to 1.51 M for the two salt
concentrations considered. This effect can most easily be
attributed to the lower dielectric coefficient rather than any
focusing of the field by the dielectric boundaries. These cal-
culations emphasize the dependence of the results on the
assumptions made regarding the properties of the system.
A stable surface concentration of counter-ions as a func-
tion of increasing salt concentration is a feature of the
counter-ion condensation theory formulated by Manning
(Manning, 1978). Since the present level of calculation is
considerably more detailed than the line charge model used
in the development of condensation theory, it is worth re-
considering where excess counter-ions accumulate as 1-1
monovalent salt is added. It should be restated that the cal-
culations without added salt assumed that the DNA was con-
equivalent to a P04 concentration of 0.153 M. The normal-
ization condition of the PB equations assumes that the DNA
charge is exactly neutralized by counter-ions that have access
to the volume within that cylinder but is not occupied by
DNA. The concentration of 1-A counter-ions for the case
with no added salt was 0.157 M. To simulate a concentration
of 0.153 M added 1-1 monovalent salt, the required con-
centration is 0.310 M counter-ions with 0.153 M co-ions.
The addition of salt to the polyelectrolyte environment is
predicted by PB (Wilson et al., 1980; Gueron and Weisbuch,
1980) and by MC (LeBret and Zimm, 1984; Murthy et al.,
1985) to increase the surface concentration of counter-ion, an
observation often cited as an indication of the failing of
counter-ion condensation theory. Columns C (the calculation
in which the dielectric coefficient abruptly increased from 2
to 78.5 at the macro-ion surface) in Table 1 show that there
is an increased accumulation of about 16% (3.59 to 4.17 M)
predicted in the surface layer when the number of 1-A
counter-ions in the environment is effectively doubled. For
the variable dielectric model, in which the dielectric coef-
ficient is increased in steps (columns D), the concentration
is considerably greater, although the percentage increase
is about 12%. Most of this accumulation is outside the
grooves, where there is a 36% increase as compared to a 5%
increase predicted within the major and minor grooves,
suggesting that a saturation effect occurs. Columns D in
Table 2 (2-A ions) indicate that there is a 7% increase in the
major groove and a 26% increase in the nongroove region of
the closest layer to which 2-A ions have access. There is a
25% increase in the surface layer for the 4-A counter-ions,
which are restricted from the grooves entirely (Table 3).
It has previously been suggested (Pack and Lamm, 1993)
that although there is an increase in the amount of counter-
ions present near the surface as the bulk concentration of
counter-ions is increased, the amount of bound counter-ion
charge per phosphate group remains constant. Table 4
presents the amount of bound counter-ion charge per phos-
phate group (the DNA charge fraction) calculated by the dif-
ferent approximations discussed above. Counter-ion conden-
sation theory predicts a charge fraction of 0.76, somewhat
larger than that predicted here by all of the calculations ex-
cept the 1-A hard sphere with a variable dielectric constant.
TABLE 4 Fraction of DNA charge neutralized by "bound"
counter-ions
B C D
1-A hard-sphere ions
No added salt 0.68 0.69 0.75
0.153 M added salt 0.65 0.67 0.77
2-A hard-sphere ions
No added salt 0.65 0.65 0.71
0.156 M added salt 0.65 0.62 0.70
4-A hard-sphere ions
No added salt 0.57 0.56 0.60
0.161 M added salt 0.48 0.48 0.56
B, PB', Edna = 78.5, Eenv = 78.5; C, PB', Edna = 2.0, Eenv = 78.5; D, PB',
Edna = 2.0, Ecn, = 10, 25, 40, 60, 78.5.fined to a cylindrical cell with a radius of 45 A, which is
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The charge fractions obtained here are quantitatively similar
to those obtained using a uniform dielectric PB model (Pack
and Lamm, 1993) and generally underestimate counter-ion
condensation theory by about 10%. The implications of these
results regarding the definition of counter-ion binding will be
developed elsewhere.
It is remarkable that the number of counter-ions "bound"
(by the <-kT criterion) to DNA is not predicted by any of
these models to increase as salt is added to the system. This
stability may be compared to the increase in accumulation of
surface counter-ions shown in Tables 1 to 3. This seemingly
inconsistent behavior is imputed to the fact that the greater
accumulation of surface counter-ion charge at higher con-
centrations of added salt (Tables 1 to 3) diminishes the elec-
trostatic potential in all regions, thus contracting the volume
in which the potential binds counter-ions.
CONCLUSIONS
The calculations presented here support previous conclu-
sions (Jayaram et al., 1989) that the presence of a dielectric
boundary significantly alters the electrostatic potential
within the grooves of DNA. For small ions with effective
radii of less than 2 A, this magnified electrostatic potential
may lead to an increase in concentration in the minor groove
of DNA over that predicted using a uniform dielectric tech-
nique (Lamm and Pack, 1990). This is expected to be sig-
nificant in the case of hydrogen ions, for example. For larger
ions with restricted access to the grooves, this focusing of
electric fields has little effect on their accumulation at the
DNA surface. The results presented here underscore the im-
portance of assigning an appropriate hard-sphere radius for
solvated counter-ions.
Calculations assuming that the solvent dielectric coeffi-
cient near the DNA surface is diminished with respect to its
bulk value suggest a very strong dependence of the results
on the choice of parameters used to describe the system.
Progressive variation of the dielectric coefficient from the
bulk value of 78.5 beyond 7.38 A from the DNA surface to
a value of 10 in the layer at the first 1 A from the surface
results in a 70% increase of calculated counter-ion density,
indicating that careful parameterization is required for a de-
scription of the environment as a dielectric continuum.
Hydrogen ions within the grooves reside on specific water
molecules and have access to the same regions as individual
waters hydrating the surface atoms of DNA. Previous cal-
culations (Lamm and Pack, 1990) indicating that the p[H]
(=
-log14[Hi]) reaches about 4 in the minor groove were
performed, assuming a uniform dielectric coefficient of 78.5.
The calculations presented here suggest that [H+] may have
been underestimated in that work.
Finally, the number of counter-ions in regions in which the
electrostatic potential is more negative than -kT is virtually
identical for the no-added-salt calculation and the 0.153 M
added-salt case. For most of the model systems this corre-
sponds to a "bound fraction" of about 0.65. Because PB cal-
culations generally underestimate the surface charge, this
supports the conclusions of previous work (Pack et al., 1990)
and agrees with the consequence of counter-ion condensation
theory. The "bound fraction" of 0.76 obtained using the vari-
able dielectric model with the 1-A counter-ions is very in-
triguing and agrees quantitatively with Monte Carlo calcu-
lations of the association of hard-sphere counter-ions with
cylindrical models of DNA in a continuum with a dielectric
constant of 78.5 (Pack and Lamm, 1993; Lamm et al., 1993).
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